By the degree, equitable adjacency between vertices can be redefine almost all of the variants of the graphs. In this paper we study the degree equitability of the graph by defining equitable connectivity, equitable regularity, equitable connected graph and equitable complete graph. Some new families of graphs and some interesting results are obtained.
Introduction
All the graphs considered here are finite and undirected with no loops and multiple edges. As usual p V  and q E  denote the number of vertices and edges of a graph , respectively. In general, we use G X to denote the subgraph induced by the set of vertices X and and . For graph theoretic terminology, we refer to Harary [1] . The degree equitable domination has been studied in [2] . A subset of V G is called an equitable dominating set of a graph if for every , there exists a vertex such that uv and Degree equitable adjacency has interesting applications in the context of social networks. In a network, nodes with nearly equal capacity may interact with each other in a better way. In society, persons with nearly equal status, tend to be friendly. In industry, employees with nearly equal powers form associations and move closely. Equitability among citizens in terms of wealth, health, status, etc is the goal of a democratic nation. These ideas motivated us in this paper to study the degree equitability of a graph by defining and studying some basic properties of degree equitable connectivity, degree equitable regularity, and degree equitable completeness of a graph. Some new families of graphs and some interesting results are obtained. In this paper for brevity we use equitable instead of degree equitable.
Elementary Results
Let be a graph. An equitable walk is defined as a finite alternating sequence of vertices and equi- 
and we have: 
For any graph , the number of equitable edge denoted by e is called the equitable size. The vertex 
Equitable Connectivity and Equitable Regularity
A graph is said to be equitable connected if there is at least one equitable path between every pair of vertices in . Otherwise, G is equitable disconnected. It is easy to see that an equitable disconnected graph consists of two or more equitable connected graphs. Each of these equitable connected subgraphs is called equitable component. Clearly any equitable connected graph is connected but the converse is not true equitable in general. For example, the graph 1 
 is an equitable path in , is the smallest number of edges in any equitable disconnecting set. 
 is equitable disconnected. An equitable edge whose removal increases the number of equitable components is called equitable cut-edge (equitable bridge) of . G Example. In the graph in Figure 1 , the edge (12) is equitable cut edge but not cut edge. So we have but .
is a graph, then . That is, the edge equitable connectivity of can be no larger than the minimum equitable degree of .
let G be an equitable connected graph on vertices and suppose is a vertex of equitable degree
The following result is straightforward. 
, is the smallest number of vertices in any equitable vertex cut of . A vertex whose removal increases the number of equitable components of is called equitable cut-vertex (or point of equitable articulation). For the graph in Figure 1 , but
The maximal equitable connected subgraph of that has no equitable cut-vertex is called an equitable block of . 
An Equitable Line Graph and an
Equitable Total Graph 
The equitable line graph of equitable connected graph is connected but not equitable connected in general. In Figure 3 , the equitable line graph of equitable connected graph is connected but not equitable connected.
Proof. If is cycle, then clearly
is isomorphic to e , that means is an equitable complete graph, and by Proposition 4.7. with at least one equitable edge, the following hold.
G
Observation 4.10. For any graph the equitable total graph is a subgraph of the total graph of a graph .
. 
